DAY #2:

Descriptive Details
Scavenger Hunt
OVERVIEW:

**MULTI-PLAYER GAME**

**PLAY ANYWHERE**

1) Locate a unique item around your house or neighborhood

2) Challenge someone else to find it with written clues

Each player will need:
- a sheet of paper
- a writing utensil
STEP 1

Split up into different areas of your house or neighborhood and search for an object, artwork, or even plant that catches your interest.
STEP 2
For five minutes, look closely at your object and write down descriptive words and phrases. Try only using 10 words.

Hmmm... I wonder what this plant feels like. Is it smooth or sharp?
STEP 3
Trade papers with another player. Begin your scavenger hunt to find their object!

AFTERWARDS, DISCUSS HOW LANGUAGE WAS IMPORTANT IN THIS ACTIVITY.
Did you try this activity?
Share your drawings with us!

Use the hashtags below,

#MMAEdu #MMAEduAtHome
#TheMuseumSchoolMMA
#MuseumFromHome

or tag us directly!

@msmuseumart